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Welcome to the Autumn edition of the newsletter for 

2011. 

Thanks to everyone who has contributed and for 

those who wish to contribute anything for the 

website please email me at 

vikki@endurancehorseriding.co.uk  

Hope you enjoy the read - Vikki 

Here we are again at the end of another season.  The weather has been kind to us and 

there have been more dry riding days than not.  As the nights draw in and we prepare 

for the colder months, we will no doubt have time to reflect on our achievements, at 

whatever level, and look forward to putting all our plans into action for 2012. 

The EGB Groups Constitution states that the objective of the Groups is: 

• To promote the sport of endurance riding; 

• To offer a programme of fun and recreation to members; 

• To encourage the participation of young riders; 

• To encourage and support ride organisers; 

• To provide education in the form of lectures, training sessions and 

• conferences on all aspects of the sport, including the general welfare of 

• horses, for all those interested in endurance riding; 

• To encourage and stimulate better horsemanship; 

• To present annual awards and trophies to Branch members; 

• To communicate with the Board Members of Endurance GB about local 

• matters.; 

• to act in accordance with the rules and policies of Endurance GB. 

We need your help in achieving all this!  Your Committee members cannot do it on their 

own. 

You will be aware that we had to cancel our Adult Camp over August Bank holiday 

week-end, due to insufficient numbers.  We realise that perhaps we did not give enough 

notice for this and learning from our mistake let you all know that we would be holding a 

one day clinic to cover much of what we had planned for the week-end camp, in a 

one day clinic in October.  The initial interest shown has sadly not materialised in those 

committing to the clinic.  This is extremely disappointing for our experts, our hosts and 

those who have put so much work into organising it.  We need to establish why the up-

take has been so poor.  Is it because people are worried about the unknown or because 

they do not want to improve their knowledge and riding skills?  I appreciate that some of 

you already had previous commitment, but if this had been a ride, I wonder how many 

would have made that extra effort?   Food for thought. 
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Cont. 

 

New Committee 

Members Introductions 

 

 

May I remind those of you who won trophies last year that these need to be returned, in 

good time for this year’s awards evening, ideally by the end of November.   In the 

coming weeks, Karen and Julie will be putting together the awards for 2011.   To help 

them in this arduous task, please arrange to pass your trophy to your nearest committee 

member and also send in your nominations and award applications in good time. 

News is already out about the Equine Swimming demonstration in South Warwickshire on 

6th November.  There will be limited availability if you wish to bring your horse.  This really 

is an opportunity not to be missed and we hope the members will embrace this event.  

We are very lucky to have been given this opportunity. 

The last event of 2011 will be the Christmas Tipple Ride on 10th December 2011.  We 

hope that many of you will join us in celebrating 10 years of Endurance GB on that day.  

Every rider will receive a plaque to commemorate the completion of a decade of the 

Society.  The venue is Mease Meadows Farm Edingale, by kind permission of Ann Prince 

and Richard-Bradley Hancock. 

EGB Rides and Rules are busy finalising their full calendar of competitive rides for 2011, 

which will be published shortly.  Cannock (Spring and Autumn) and The Cirencester 

Gold Cup have been ratification by the EGB Board.  We are hoping to add one or two 

Group social rides during the season, together with Adult Camp and various clinics and 

social events.  If anybody has any requests, please let us know. 

 May I remind you all to renew your EGB subscription for 2012 before or at the Society’s 

AGM on 26th November as you may avoid any increases that may be imposed for next 

year’s membership subscription fees.   In any event please remember that the Insurance 

cover that comes with EGB Membership expires on 31st December 2011, if you do not 

renew prior to that date. 

It only remains for me to wish you and your horses a warm and happy winter and we 

look forward to seeing you at the Society’s AGM in November and/or at our Group 

Annual Meeting to take place on 21st January alongside the Awards Presentation. 

 

Sally Farrall and Oxnead Wheatear at Robin Hood 2010 

 

Photo Courtesy of David Saunders 
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New Committee Members 

Introductions 
 

Continuing on from the last Newsletter here is the 

biography of another new Committee member 

for this year, Sally Farrall: 

Sally was introduced to endurance in the mid 

1990s by her mum-in-law, Helen Farrall, who gave 

her the ride on her gold-standard mare, Shiskine, 

and she quickly became addicted! She owns and 

competes at advanced level on her pure bred 

Haflinger, Oxnead Wheatear ("Wheat"). They 

have previously been Heart of England Novice 

and Open Champions and last year were placed 

2nd in the Heart of England Senior Championship 

and 42nd in the national senior 

championship. Sadly, Wheat having got 

wind of Sally's plans to finish much higher up in 

the championship in 2011 and to take part in the 

160km at Golden Horseshoe, chose instead to 

stand on a nail and put himself out of action for 

most, if not all, of the 2011 season. Sally is 

nevertheless managing to have a lovely time 

competing on a friend's horses whilst she waits for 

Wheat to mend. Sally works as a solicitor in 

Birmingham and has two children, Jamie aged 6 

and Anna aged 2. 



 

 

     

 

  
 

Tricia Hirst and Madjin des Pins 

 

Photo courtesy of David Saunders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ahead!  We will therefore plan it into 

our calendar very early in the new 

season, so at least the excuses not 

to come will be limited.   

We are delighted to have 

representation in all three 

International Squads this year, 

having had recent lean times. The 

Midlands has produced some great 

combinations in the past and 

continues to do so.  In April Annie 

Ings and Alpa were selected from 

the World Class Start and Potential 

Squad to represent Team GB at 

Mont Le Soie in Belgium in the 

120km FEI 2*, which they did in fine 

style.  They had a wonderful time 

and their experience has been 

recounted and can be seen on our 

web site. 

 

Group News Round Up 

Group News Round Up 

 

Report by Di Latham 

The Committee has been working 

very hard this year to put some new 

rides on the calendar and to also 

incorporate some training events 

and we are hoping that it will all 

come to fruition during the autumn 

and winter and throughout next 

year.  Summer Adult Camp, 

earmarked for the August Bank 

Holiday week-end, unfortunately 

had to be cancelled due to lack of 

participants, rather than lack of 

interest.  This was very disappointing 

for those who did want to attend, 

the organisers and our experts.  A 

huge amount of time and effort 

went into the organisation but we 

couldn’t justify it for so few people.  

The consensus was that we didn’t 

give enough notice, because, 

contrary to popular belief, 

endurance riders need to plan 

Congratulations to Tricia Hirst and Madjin des Pins on 

their selection to represent GB in the European 

Championships in Florac on 10th September.  Earlier 

in the year this combination won the 160km 3* FEI at 

Dukeries and Madjin also won the 120km FEI 2* (with 

daughter, Charlotte) at Haywood Oaks.  Tricia 

experienced the Florac route last year when she took 

Madryn Daraska to compete in the dry run for the 

Championships and knows what is in store! We will be 

right behind you and know you will do us proud, 

along with the rest of the Team, and wish you all the 

very best for a successful trip. 

 

Young Rider Brett Corcoran has had a very successful 

first season in ERs culminating in obtaining 

Championship qualification with Bashir Shamyr and 

also being only one 120km away from qualifying with 

Aristotle Bay.  Brett will be looking towards selection 

for the European Championships in Mont Le Soie in 

2012. 
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British Riding Club 

Endurance Team 

Challenge – Solihull 

Superstars 

 

Report by Anne Green 

 
The season started in typical style with a meeting at the pub where we were 

introduced to our newest team member Sarah Graham. We talked her through the 

rules and technicalities of endurance riding and entered our first qualifier ride at 

Vale of Belvoir. We were a team of four at this event – Sarah Graham with L’amour 

(Larry), Anne Green with Gladston Blaze (Sid), Annette Goodman with Chilli and 

Dorothy Hasty with her sister’s horse, Cassie. Our team manager, Lisa Giovine had 

also entered this ride with her horse Granby Dominica as she was in training, building 

up to the Golden Horseshoe ride, so we all met up and started the ride together. 

This was a case of “in at the deep end” for Sarah, as our horses seemed to know 

exactly what was coming up and set off at rather a fast pace as they were all so 

excited!! Thankfully, this didn’t last, and we all split up with the faster horses, Minica 

and Chilli going on ahead, Sid following on behind, and Cassie and Larry settling 

into a more sedate pace bringing up the rear. We all enjoyed the ride, completed 

within our speed parameters, all successfully passed the vetting and all achieved 

gradings so a good start to the team results.  

 

So all inspired, we entered our next ride at Tugby, another Leicestershire venue, 

where this time we were joined by Helen Foster and Cosmo, and Dorothy this time 

rode her brother-in-law’s horse, Ryan, who had been part of our 2010 team. We 

were also joined by Gemma Duke and Une Lady who at this stage had just come 

along for the experience as Une had been having issues with her show jumping, so 

much so that she wouldn’t even enter the arena, so Gemma felt that this might help 

Une to have a bit of fun. This was a ride of mixed fortunes with Une losing a shoe half 

way into the ride. We managed to get the farrier out to put a shoe back on, then 

she and Cosmo put their hooves down and managed to complete within time. 

Ryan and Larry were not so fortunate, got completely lost and were out of time, but 

at least we were all safe and sound. 

 Not to be deterred, we entered our next ride at Lions Tail, yet another Leics venue at the stunning Stapleford Park estate. Now 

this was a scorching hot day and Chilli didn’t join us here as she was recovering from an injury, so, Sid, Larry, Ryan and Cosmo 

carried the flag for the Solihull Superstars. Gemma and Une also joined us again for the experience and again lost a shoe right 

at the end of the ride. The hot weather on this occasion played havoc with the pulse rates, Sid just about managed to get 

within the parameters, but Ryan was way over so didn’t pass the final vetting. The heat didn’t seem to affect Larry though and 

he achieved his first grade 1 and Cosmo got a grade 4. 

Gemma by this time was getting hooked on endurance riding, and joined Solihull RC so that she could be part of the team. The 

work was also helping Une who was now starting to jump again so Gemma started to combine the two disciplines into her 

schedule.  

 

As we had now qualified as a team, Sid and Chilli concentrated on doing some longer distances, and the other girls, Gemma, 

Helen and Sarah went on to ride at Cirencester where they achieved our best qualifying score and earned us a place at the 

finals, and Cranham in Gloucestershire which was a much more challenging hilly ride. Une was proving to be a star achieving 

grade 1’s for both of her rides as a team member. Sadly though, Dorothy made the hard decision to withdraw from the team as 

both Cassie and Ryan had been a bit under the weather after Lions Tail and it was proving difficult to keep them fit. 

 

So with the finals looming in September, we started planning what we were going to wear, what the horses were going to wear, 

who was going to crew, tactics etc etc so we had to have another meeting in the pub!!  By this time Annette also made the 

difficult decision to withdraw Chilli who had vetted lame after a ride at Robin Hood. She just wasn’t quite 100% so it really wasn’t 

fair to expect her to perform over a 20 mile ride. Then, just the very weekend before the finals, Cosmo sliced his heel and was 

ordered to have a months box rest, so he was also out of the team. So we were down to the bare bones and it was down to Sid 

and our two new recruits, Une and Larry to represent the club at the finals. We couldn’t afford for anything else to go wrong. 

Pressure or what!! We weren’t going to give up after all our hard work and were determined to give it our best shot. 

 

The finals this year were at an equestrian college in Keysoe Bedfordshire on 18th September and 12 teams were representing 

their clubs. The day dawned bright and dry and we all made our way to the venue, a journey of approx 90 miles. The venue was 

rather chaotic as there was also a Lusitano show going on, and the tents from the previous nights campers were all still erected 

around the lorry/trailer parking area so it was quite bizarre! Gemma was beaming, as the previous day she had won the 3’3” 

summer championship at Solihull RC – proof that letting Une have some fun had worked, and we hoped that this would be a 

good omen!  After registering, crews got busy sprucing up our horses as there was to be a Best Turned Out team award and we 

could see that other teams had put a lot of effort into looking good! Our vet time was scheduled for 11am and the first part of 

turn out judging was to take place at the vetting area, the second part taking place once mounted and at the start line. 

 

 

  British Riding Club Endurance Team Challenge 



 

  
 

Team Solihull Superstars: 

 

From Left to Right  Sarah Graham on L’Amour, Gemmer Duke on 

Une Lady and Anne Green on Gladston BlazeBritish  
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British Riding Club 

Endurance Team 

Challenge – Solihull 

Superstars, Continued 

 

 

The presentation took place in the indoor school and 

all the team members were eagerly awaiting the 

results. For the second year running, Solihull Superstars 

won the Best Turned Out trophy so huge thanks to our 

sponsors for helping us to achieve this. Then the team 

event was announced in reverse order and Solihull 

Superstars were 6th – the exact same result as last 

year. Even though we achieved good scores,  

everybody had upped their game this year so the 

competition had been fierce.  But given our 

problems, we all felt it was a fantastic achievement. 

So for anybody that wants to have a go next year, 

there may not be the thrills and spills of eventing,  or 

the elegance of dressage, but it is exhilarating, 

challenging and most of all fun and gets you out to 

some fantastic countryside. 

 

And finally, thanks to our team manager Lisa Giovine 

who once again nearly had heart failure, to Marian 

Drew Heart of England EGB committee member who 

came to support us,to our faithful crews who gave up 

their valuable time and without whose help would 

make life a lot more difficult, and to our generous 

sponsors Altair UK and Platinum Frog. 

 

 

We all vetted successfully so crews got busy again tacking up for our start time 

at 11.30. We had been generously sponsored this year by Altair UK who 

provided our tops, girth guards and noseband covers, and Platinum Frog who 

did the design work on our tops which were really fabulous. We presented at 

the start line – and we were off! The ride was fantastic, quite flat, lots of grassy 

bridleways and field headlands, so we were able to crack on with Larry setting 

the pace. Our trusty crews, including Helen and Annette who couldn’t ride 

today, met us at our first arranged point where Lisa assured us that our speed 

was spot on. So off we set again to be met at our second crew point where 

again, our horses were sloshed down, we were refreshed and reassured that 

we were still on track with our speed. The points for the final results were 

calculated by using a formula based on finishing heart rates and speed, but 

the speed this year was capped at 13kph, so although you could complete at 

a faster speed if you wished, there was nothing to be gained, so we had 

planned to ride together as a team and try for the optimum speed of 13kph, 

which is a fair fast pace. We finished the ride, a distance of 33km today, in 2 

hrs 28 mins so we were confident we had achieved our aim – all we needed 

to do now was pass the all important final vetting. We have to present for 

vetting within half an hour of finishing so our crews got busy cooling off our 

horses then we all made our way over to the vetting area. All I can say is that it 

is a good job that the riders pulse rate doesn’t have to be taken as I think we 

would have failed dismally!! One by one, pulse rates were taken, horses 

trotted up – hoorah, we all passed – we were elated but all was not over yet 

as there was the wait for the final results and competition was hot!! 

 



 

     

  
Before : Atty – September 2010 

  

 
 
After: Atty and I at Cranham 2011(picture courtesy of ACG 

Photography) 
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The (not so) Secret 

Diary of an EGB Novice 

Season 

 
By Catherine Hood 

The (not so) Secret Diary of an EGB Novice Season 

 
Early January 2011: I’m asked   what I want  to achieve in 2011 equestrian wise 

and reply “I’d like to give Atty a full Novice season” before I’ve even  realised 

it…….Atty (Silvretta Athlete) being my first horse, a very un-athletic, fat and unfit 

7 year old Haflinger gelding, bought in August 2010. 

 

Mid January 2011: At the EGB dinner with team Silvretta I begin to wish I hadn’t 

opened my mouth. With the team collecting a raft of rosettes and distance 

awards and celebrating a great 2010 season I suffer a huge crisis of confidence. 

I’d broken my collar bone in summer 2010, Atty and I still really hadn’t   bonded 

and I hadn’t  managed to canter him at home on the Clent hills home (without 

falling off anyway). The prospect of riding 20 or 25 miles away from home 

competitively in  just a few months time seems laughable. 

 
March: The time Atty and I are spending together and the lessons we are having 

are starting to pay off, and with the advice, reassurance and help from our 

friends on the yard Atty and I are now starting to bond. We’ve gone on our first 

outing together to try a walk and trot dressage test and before we know it we 

are taking the plunge, both registered with EGB and on the lorry to Wentwood in 

Spring with two other haffies. We trot up safely (quashing my worst fear that his 

heart rate will be over 64) and we are tacked up and off on our first ride.  The 

others really look after me – but despite this I’m still shell shocked. I hadn’t 

realised the pace needed (even for a novice class) and we are only doing a 

decent trot. 11km in and at the first crew stop I can tell by the way Jan (who is 

crewing) is looking at me she is wondering if Atty and I will make it round. 
 

Part of me is too – but I get a grip and I’m 

determined that if he can do it then I WILL do it. I 

shorten my stirrups (advice from riding companion 

Emily) and we set off again. Crew stops are lovely, 

Atty is getting used to being sloshed and washed 

down – he’s not clipped so getting quite hot and 

sweaty….but we are starting to enjoy ourselves. 

Dismounting at the end my knees crumple – but 

there’s some hard crewing to be done before 

vetting. There’s no grass at the venue (a nightmare 

for a hungry itchy haffy) and Atty doesn’t really like 

having his back end washed. On the way to the 

vetting he bites me to  tell me in no uncertain terms 

that he’s  tired and fed up (and wants some grass!). 

I’m so proud though when he passes the vetting 

safely that I almost burst. My first EGB CR completed 

successfully – with a speed of 9.4 and a heart rate of 

54. Now if it had been me being vetted at the end it 

would have been a very different story! 

 

April: Our attempt  to go to Forest of Dean Bluebell 

having been thwarted by a broken down lorry on the 

way,   (thank goodness for breakdown cover that got 

two horses safely back home)the next ride is Vale of 

Belvoir and 40k. I’m assured by Sally and Annabel 

that it’s not really much different to 32k – but not 

really convinced. The ride is, however,   very different 

to Wentwood starting in open fields (where Atty’s a 

bit keen) and continuing along more fields and tracks 

with lots of canter opportunities. Sally times things to 

perfection walking us back into the venue at 10.1kph. 

I was thrilled when his finishing heart rate was just 42 

giving us a Grade 1. Completely unexpected and it 

just showed what good pacing and great crewing 

can do.  

 



 
June: we go on some great fun rides in Wales with the guys in May (the Lions in Monmouth thought they were seeing double 

as two mad haffy owners  set off round the fun ride course for a second time). Atty and I also go as part of the team 

Silvretta excursion to Exmoor. We ride in the Golden Horseshoe pleasure ride, hack out on Exmoor (awesome), and crew for 

Annabel and Sally in the Exmoor Experience. I’m gaining confidence from every outing and 40km at Ludlow now  beckons  

with it’s  own challenges in the shape of hills, and gates – oh and the fact that I’m having to bribe my  non horsey brother in 

his Ford Fiesta to come and crew for us. Despite the fact that he has assured me (via Facebook) that he won’t go within 5 

metres of a horse (unless its behind a fence) he is, within 10  minutes of arriving at the racecourse,  thankfully doing up 

Annabel’s girth like a pro and I relax a bit (apart from when I’m  thinking about all those horrible gates). Luckily Annabel and 

I are joined by Vikki and Widget (Chevin Wardour) who not only rode the course the day before – but are ace at gates. 

With their help – plus  support, advice and encouragement from Annabel I  manage to prevent  Atty either charging up the 

racecourse or eating it and we finish with a G1 (just). 

 

July: We don’t go to Cirencester as it clashes with our Haflinger Breed Show. It’s my first time there  and I love it. We have a 

go at everything from showing, to very novice jumping (1 foot 9) to RDA (like a handy pony but not timed) having a great 

time and winning some rosettes. I’m in a dream world though when we are pulled out first to win the “gelding in-hand” class 

judged by a Haflinger federation judge – it just shows how much he’s changed in the 12 months I’ve owned him. 

 

August: Back to endurance and it’s a very busy EGB month. Emily and I ride at Provost Lodge with instructions to do plenty 

of canter work to prepare for what is sure to be fast going at Barbary Castle the week after. We follow instructions to the 

letter – and I can’t stop grinning as we both  canter downhill  past the combine harvesters to one of our crew spots in 

balance and rhythm – a big step forwards for me.  Riding with a GPS for the first time is a big help and we saunter gently 

across the finishing line at just over 10kph. Great crewing has him looking and feeling  tip top and finishing on his starting 

heart rate of 42 earning  us a Grade 1.  

 

Then  Barbary Castle and our biggest party to date. Emily is riding 80k, Annabel 60k and me 40k and we are all sharing one 

crew.  I’m also proud to be part of the Heart of England and Cotswold Interregional Team. I can’t believe that just two years 

after my first experience of the sport of endurance, helping crew  Wheat (Oxnead Wheatear)  at the 2009 Interregionals 

(having not ridden for 17 years)  – not only do I own a horse, but he and I are  actually riding for the team.  I’m very nervous 

and  pleased when we set off,  bowling along in a lovely canter as Annabel and Lannie (Oxnead Atlanta) set the pace. I’m 

enjoying myself – but rather confused when we get to checkpoint 2 much quicker than I expected (according to  my new 

GPS we are only doing 9kph).  Settling into the ride we spy the point to point course ahead…the going is fantastic and the 

horses love it – there is no way we are going to be able to keep them to a steady sensible canter - and we can’t  …but at 

least we are all smiling for the photographer! The GPS is still bugging me though until someone asks if it’s set to MPH. Doh…I 

manage to reset it to KPH whilst trotting along which feels like quite an achievement.  The ride has been amazing – but the 

last 10k feels  hard work, the chalk path is very slippery and we seem to have become part of a big gaggle of horses and 

riders.  Plan A (holding  me up at the last crew stop whilst the other two go on  ahead so I can  walk in) is discounted as the 

crew sensibly decide that would really blow Atty’s mind – so we canter back towards the venue  like  the 3 musketeers  and 

walk down the  last hill over the line at 13.8kph. 

Atty and I have  never gone that fast – and he’s hot, sweaty and panting.  The Interregional team kindly crew us as team 

Silvretta have to get the other two horses through the  vet gate. I simply can’t believe his heart rate will ever  come down in 

time despite all the water being poured over him.  Cycles of walking, more water and eating grass and  the 30 minutes 

comes round quicker than ever. He’s a fidget vetting (he’s had to leave his friends behind and I’m nervous) and his heart 

rate is quite high as a result at 54 – but I’m overjoyed when he passes, the Grade 4 is a bonus and because we’ve done a 

good speed our Performance Formula score is pretty good for the team. In fact the team come a close 3rd (only 2 points off 

2nd )… a great result – onwards and upwards in 2012. Over the moon on all counts.  But whilst Atty’s job for the day may be 

done, mine isn’t and whilst he rests and munches on the box, I help crew Annabel and Emily as they come in to their vet 

gate/final vetting.  

 

On to Cranham. I’ve not ridden there before but Emily and Annabel have and are looking  forward to seeing the route 

changes in practice. Woodland tracks, plenty of hills and some roadwork combine with lovely canters along grassy 

alleyways and the three of us  manage not to make too many navigational errors. We are all riding at novice speed – but 

still finish comfortably around 11kph after a long crew stop and wash down near the end and we walk in. It feels like  quite  

a hard ride to do just a week after Barbary Castle – but  its successfully completed by all with  Atty and I earning a G3. 

 

September: Atty has a couple of weeks off as I help crew for Sally and Annabel at Robin Hood in the Tyro. A small class of 3 

– but challenging crewing weather as it’s muggy and oppressive. Brilliantly crewed by Helen both of the haffies complete 

their first ER (Annabel and Lannie2nd and Sally and Gismo 3rd) and vet safely. 

Tintern is cancelled – and we decide to take the trip all the way the M1 to South Yorkshire instead. Sally is riding Wheat in his 

return to competition and he looks fit and raring to go. I’m very proud of Atty as we go past scary logs and narrow 

entrances in the lead.   An interesting first part of the  route includes an industrial estate,  speed bumps, a mini roundabout, 

and a herd of children on bikes  (sometimes we forget how lucky we are) – but thankfully we miss out on seeing  the  

 



  
 

roaming gypsy cob stallion. The second part is much more rural though with lots of canter opportunities Navigation is quite 

tough  but relatively successful  and I manage to read  the talkround  mid-trot. We all pass safely through the vetting having 

achieved 10.7 kph– Atty and I achieving  a G2. – but I’m definitely feeling that I’ve hardly ridden for 2 weeks. 

Two weeks after and its lovely Cannock Chase - rather surprisingly, our first HofE ride. Sally, Annabel and I enjoy the 

beautifully varied views over the Chase and push on along the tracks wanting to give the horses a good outing before Red 

Dragon. This approach leaves time to catch our breath during some decent crew stops along the way. It’s clear how much 

fitter and more balanced Atty and I have  both become over the last 6 months and whilst we are all riding in the novice 

class  we achieve  a healthy 11.7kph which bodes well for next season and our  upgrade to open. I really realise though 

that I do need to work on relaxing myself to help his heart rate stay down at the end of the ride as although he looks chilled 

and happy pre-vetting, he tenses up and has a much higher finishing heart rate which earns us a G4. 

 

The finale to our season is a trip to Red Dragon with team Silvretta. 5 horses and riders go including a first timer (both horse 

and rider) . The weather is amazing – a 30degree heatwave as we ride on the Friday. The going is amazing and after the 

strain of riding up THAT hill, it’s a welcome relief to canter along the ridge, hopping  over the little ditches. There aren’t many 

flat bits on the course – all up or down hill and the heat is energy sapping for both horse and rider. Our crew do an amazing 

job over the first 20km but then suffer near mechanical disaster and catch up a few km away from home. The last 10km 

feels very  hard in the heat and I have to confess a slight sense of relief when we  get back to THAT hill again. We dismount 

and I try and run down the hill, but the legs won’t work. Amy and Katie have managed to jog  ahead and Atty wants to 

catch them up – and it’s not long before disaster strikes and I fall over on the loose stones as he heads off down the hill by 

himself. Luckily Amy manages to catch him and we all mount safely at the bottom – but I’m a bit battered and bruised 

(and spend the next two days picking thorns out of my arms). Amy brings us in beautifully at 10.4kph but I’m really suffering 

from the heat – and as the team kindly crew my horse I’m sent to sit down in the shade with a damp sponge on my head. 

Team Silvretta have done a wonderful job with Atty – who they tell me  hasn’t been particularly  easy to crew – but his back 

has come up in lumps where his saddle hasn’t quite  fitted  despite the prolite I’ve  been using as a temporary measure until 

his new saddle arrives. Whilst they aren’t causing him pain the vetting is a little anxious. Amy and Wheat pass with a G1, 

Katie and Phoxy (Woodbrown Phoxglove) complete at their first attempt at a CR.  Atty and I pass with a completion - but 

won’t be going out again on Sunday as planned due to his back  – so we both take a little time out to celebrate the end of 

our novice  season. Not that I get to rest though – I help crew as  Annabel and Sally do 80km in nearly 30 degree heat on 

the Saturday (Gismo and Lannie look wonderful all the way through the day, at the end and the next day despite the 

testing weather conditions) and as Amy and Annabel do 40km on Sunday – thankfully in cooler weather. 

 

Looking back on the last 9 months - whilst I’m  only a beginner and have  ridden in just one novice season – my  first 334 

competitive kilometres have taught me a tremendous amount and  shown  me that: 

 

• Whilst endurance can be a solo sport its much better when you have others to help and support you along the way 

– whether they  be friends on the yard, ride companions or crew. I’d never have survived my novice season without 

the support of team Silvretta -  Helen on the yard, training, and crewing, Jan crewing and  Sally, Annabel and Emily 

on the yard, riding out at home and at competitions plus  all the others who’ve helped at every stage of the 

journey. Compared to others starting out in the sport and thanks to their help and support Atty and I  had a 

relatively  easy ride – following many rides in their footsteps  – and I’m hugely  grateful to them for their patience, 

encouragement, and where required “wet fish” treatment. 

• Whilst the speed and distance required to complete a CR might be daunting at first, riding in Novice classes allows 

you to lay firm foundations and build confidence in both you and your horse. 

• Endurance is great for a young horse’s education (or even every horse’s education) – and a horse and rider’s  

partnership. We’ve spent so much time together training and riding it’s really helped our bond.  Atty’s really taken 

to endurance like a duck to water – sloshing, vetting and all. In fact I’m sure he’s smiling as much as I am on our 

photos 

• Every   ride has its own challenges. No two have been the same in terms of terrain, weather or distance and as a 

result Atty and I have both grown hugely in confidence and fitness over the season. Whilst I confess (and those 

crewing me have seen it in my face at times) it hasn’t always been easy or even comfortable every step of the way 

(the sport isn’t called endurance for nothing – even at entry level)  as I reflect on our first season I have amazing 

memories, huge pride in my horse, and an overwhelming sense of achievement. 

• Whilst not essential – a little investment in the right equipment does make life more comfortable – especially if you 

aren’t in your teens.  My first investment (cage stirrups) meant I wasn’t hobbling round the office 3 days after a ride, 

my second (riding tights) meant I only suffered one ride with huge holes in the back of my knees – (just make sure 

they aren’t on  back to front!) …………and my third (the GPS) helped tremendously  with pacing – although only 

when set to KPH. 

• Whilst it isn’t  exactly easy riding 40km, to ride 60 or 80km in a day  or even further  is a considerable achievement 

and I have a huge amount of respect and admiration for  those horses and riders that do it on a regular basis. I’ve 

watched the video clips from Florac and simply can’t imagine what it must feel like riding that route  and 

competing at that level – what Atty and I have done we have done this year is so far removed it’s almost a 

different sport altogether. 

• Endurance  is, however, addictive. My friends warned me – and now I know it’s true. Nothing  for it then but to get 

fit over the winter and start working on some plans for 2012. Maybe (Endurance gods smiling kindly) just maybe  a 

64km or two by the end of the year   isn’t that far outside Atty and my  grasp after all…… 



 

 

     

  
 

Annette Masterson and El Sabio (winners of the 160km Gold Cup) 

 

Photo courtesy of Jo Sinar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cirencester Park Gold Cup 
 

Cirencester Park Gold 

Cup 

 

Report by Di Latham 
 

We are delighted to report that 2011 entries were considerably up on 2010.    We 

had more than double last year’s entries for the Friday classes, Saturday showed a 

slight increase and Sunday we had about a third more.  I am not sure whether this 

was because the ride was 5 weeks later in the calendar or because we were 

permitted to offer corralling for the first time in the history of Cirencester.  Whatever 

the reason we will try to emulate it for next year, although we understand the date 

will change to the week-end of 13/14/15 July for 2012.  

 

The Organising Committee would like to extend our thanks to all to those generous 

people who gave up their time to help over the week-end in whatever capacity.  

You know who you are and we are extremely grateful for your support.  We cannot 

run the ride without help.  It is absolutely essential that ride organisers have the back 

up and support of the members to enable rides to not only be successful but to run 

in the first place.  There are so many jobs to do and every one as important, before, 

during and after the ride.  Many of our helpers come from far and wide, some not 

even members or riders, so thank you for enabling us to continue to run the ride.   

The dedication of some volunteers is phenomenal.  It must be fun as they keep 

coming back!  Thank you to all the riders as well for supporting us with your entries.  

We are extremely lucky to have the use of Cirencester Park and the support given to 

us by Lord and Lady Apsley and the Cirencester Park Estate and to all the 

Landowners around the ride route. 
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Our Sponsors were yet again extremely generous 

in their donations and prizes.  I am sure all those 

lucky enough to have won a prize will have by 

now written a note of thanks to the sponsors so 

that they feel they would like to come back and 

do it all over again next year. 

 

Cirencester has been the home of the Solstice 

and the British National Championship since 2004 

and the Young Rider Championship before that.  

The intention always was for the Solstice and 

Championships to move around the Country 

every three years.  We were unable to offload the 

Championships to other rides until this year when 

we happily passed on the responsibility for the 

British National Championships to Euston Park.  For 

several years Alan has dreamed about an 

Endurance Gold Cup, an idea he came up with 

before Endurance GB existed, but had not been 

able to make it a reality due to the ride having 

other responsibilities and given that the main class 

already had a Title.  

When it was clear that Cirencester was to have a 

new name, a few feelers were extended and 

some ideas banded about.  Christine Yeoman 

and L M Taquillero won the Title Class in 2006 and 

we were delighted when Chris said she would like 
to be the benefactor of the new Trophy which she 

did in fine style, in recognition of her wonderful 

horse, and thus the L M Taquillero Gold Cup was 

born.   



 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cirencester Park Gold 

Cup Cont. 
 

The Trophy is indeed a Gold Cup (Rose Bowl) and is magnificent.   Chris would have 

liked to have taken the Gold Cup home I am sure, but sadly it was not to be as her 

horse, a relation of Taquillero, L M Crazy Girl, trotted up lame at the end of the ride.    

The first name on the trophy will be Annette Masterson and El Sabio, a home bred 

16.3 hh anglo-arab, bred by Annette’s Mother, Ann Harrison.  El Sabio, stable name, 

Magic, was a successful race horse prior to taking up endurance, wining several 

races with Annette and being awarded Leading Anglo Arab by the Arab Horse 

Society in 2001.  Magic also turns his hooves to dressage and jumping when not 

competing in endurance.  The race was won, in probably the fastest time for a 160 

km over the Cirencester course, at 15 kph.  The 160km Duntisbourne Trophy was won 

this year by Jeni Gilbert on her enduring mount Flurrie. 

 

When Jacqui was  rummaging around in the loft looking for trophies that might be 

appropriate for the title class, she came across the old Bronze, Silver and Gold 

achievement trophies, last run at Cirencester in 2002.  We added a new Platinum 

trophy for 2011.  As there have been numerous topics concerning the inadequacies 

of the grading system and the lack of competition in EGB, other than some 

performance formula classes and ERs, we thought it might be the time to introduce 

something different just to run at Cirencester with a competitive edge.  We had four 

entries across all four classes which was very disappointing, although we have had 

some interest for next year, already, which is encouraging.  The purpose of these 

classes is to give riders something to aim for with their horses before taking the next 

step.  They are unique to Cirencester and do not form part of any other qualification 

or challenge, but the usual EGB points are still added for National and Group 

awards. 
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In brief the Bronze achievement cup is for novice horses which have not been upgraded to open.  It is a 64km ride and is 

designed to be the horse’s first at this level and distance.  The requirement is to have reached a stage where you are 

ready to upgrade to open and do the horse’s first 64km.  Upgrading can be done either before entry to the Bronze cup 

at Cirencester, or after.  It does not have to be the horse’s first year of competition so long as the horse is still novice and 

has not already ridden in a 64km class.  The object is to achieve a bogie speed of 12kph.  The closest to that speed, 

having passed the vet, is the winner.  Penalties are given for times either side of 12kph and placings worked out on that  

basis.  In the event of a tie, the lower heart rate wins.  The aim is to plan the distance to achieve the speed at the pace 

you need. 

The Silver cup is a two day ride of 64km on each day open to all open horses who have not upgraded to advanced and 

therefore not competed at advanced level.  The idea is to continue the education of the horse.  The class has a 

minimum speed of 10kph and a maximum speed of 16kph, thus preparing horses in the step up to ERs and FEI, bearing in 

mind that the maximum speed for novice entry qualification into FEI is 16kph.  The heart rate  at the final vetting must not 

exceed 50bpm.  Pulse penalties will be converted to time penalties, ie a heart rate of 51-52 would be add 5 minutes to 

the ride time.  The winner is the fastest horse, but no faster than 16hph, with a heart rate under 50bpm 

The Gold achievement cup is a 100km ER for advanced horses in their first advanced season.  The season for the 

purpose of this class runs from Cirencester to Cirencester.  The horse must not have upgraded to advanced prior to the 

previous Cirencester.  Therefore for 2012, a horse who upgrades after, say, Barbury and then enters an ER at Robin Hood, 

will be eligible for this cup at Cirencester 2012. 

The Platinum achievement cup is a 2 day 160km (80km/80km) for advanced horses.  The only criteria is that the horse 

must have already successfully completed 2 x 80km one day competitions, one of which must be an ER.   We hope to 

see more entries in these classes next year and we are already preparing for 2012. 

  



 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Heart of England Website 
 

For those of you that check regularly you will notice that we have introduced a new style website for the Heart of 

England Group. With many people now having daily access to the internet we find it a useful tool to keep you up to 

date with news and events within the Group. For those of you that haven’t visited the site recently take a look: 

www.heartofenglandegb.co.uk 

If you have any content which you want added to the website or thoughts and ideas on how we could improve it 

please contact me at vikki@endurancehorseriding.co.uk 
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British Riding Club 

Endurance Team 

Challenge – Highest 

Scoring Individual Rider 

 

Inter-Regional 

Championships 

 

Dates for Your Diary 

 

Heart of England 
Website 

 

Inter-Regional Championships 
Heart of England and Cotswold Group Team at the 

Inter Regional Championships at Barbury Castle did 

us proud, winning a bronze medal for the 2nd year 

running.    Our members of the Team were Tricia 

Hirst/Madjin des Pins and Penny Amond/Rosie’s 

Brown Sugar in the 100km; Donna Taylor/Sky Indigo, 

who also was awarded the high point veteran horse, 

in the 80km CR; Annie Ings/Alpha and Carolyn 

Joesbury/William Bonnie in the 2 day 80km CR; Molly 

Corcoran/April Fairy in the 64km CR and Catherine 

Hood/Silvretta Athlete and Helen Foster/Cosmo in the 

32km Novice CR.  We would like to extend a big 

thank you for their huge effort for the Team and to 

Chris Wensley (Chef) and Christine Liggins, our own 

Group co-ordinator.  It was a great week-end – 

thanks to all who made it happen. 

 

  

Dates for Your Diary 

 
A summary of all the forthcoming events and dates 

for your diaries over the next few months. Lots of 

notice so no excuses!! 

 

• 6th November – Equine Swim Day 

• 5th November – Deadline for Pleasure Ride 

Trophy and Distance Awards Claims for Heart 

of England Group 

• 26th November  - EGB AGM and Awards 

Dinner 

• 30th November – Deadline to return trophies 

from last HofE Awards night 

• 10th December – Christmas Tipple Ride, 

Mease Meadows Farm, Edingale 

• 21st January – Group Annual Meeting and 

Awards Dinner 

 

 

 

BRC Highest Scoring Individual Rider 

 
The Highest Scoring Individual Riders at the BRC Endurance Team Challenge 

where as follows:  

  
1st:  Penny Hipwell of Huntingdon Hackers riding Direct Debit III (45.1) 

2nd: Ann Raymont of Cheshire Challengers riding Spilsbury Cassidy Kid (41.0) 

3rd: Mary Hannah of Stars of the West riding Kingsby Nutmeg (36.9) 

  

Ann is a member of South Warwickshire Riding Club and she worked hard all 

year to get a Team together to enter the Riding Club Championships.    

 
Unfortunately, it did not come together for the Final as not all the Team could 

attend and Ann was therefore at a loose end.  John Hudson arranged for her to 

join up with the East Cheshire Challengers who were the overall Team runners 

up.  An excellent result for Ann and Frank who are new members to EGB and 

Heart of England in 2011.  Frank, (Spilsbury Cassidy Kid) who Ann and her 

daughter Emma, have only owned for about a year, is an allround superstar 

who also competes in dressage and jumps as well!  Well done Ann and Frank! 

 

 


